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1 ] 

Sonny birdcall 

the bird on 

the telephone wire 

and were 

binoculars to watch 

one hour 

inna row 

the same bird 

unmoved 

it is a nice day and the air 

right to left 

the grasstops 

right to left 

one hour 

inna row and were no song and to say 

the same bird 

unmoved 
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The eutrophic earth 

I know 

[things] grow here 

the layered soil were 

soil beneath 

digested 

rained upon 

layered in last year’s leaves and 

the year before 

one annum atop another and 

a leaf falls 

autumn 

I watch 

springmelt 

a browned leaves come a heated summer 

a sprout 

through carrying 

the eutrophic earth the soil of 

a lengths of its roots to 

a botanical tops 

phloem xylem from 

what is beneath nor seen and once 

having dug with shovel 

pulaski 

as deep into the earth as possible as a child 

a rain tenders the soil 

a roots break a soil a rocks a sediment find crack in granite 

a stem becomes a trunk and 

old 

senescent 

watches a new generation 

watches a new season 

[were there eyes but assumption] and pollen 

a pines unto 

another 

color a surfaces yellow 

a large tree too grows from a started soil through 

a surface of topleaves rich topneedles rich 

eutrophic 

nutrients are an ecosystem unto and 

mention 

entomology 

population density and topsoil and 

what becomes of topsoil 
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On the redefinition of hell 

no no 

the second part 

can you explain the second part 

the clause part and 

the re introduction of bugs 

were they upside down with or without gravity 

and if I do not believe in hell and have never believed in hell 

what then 

and is the first part written to wonder if 

hell 

begins before or after I die and 

do I get to add something [good] the likes of 

a variants of sea level understanding and that which is and is not related to 

sea level 

and to have believed 

a molten core 

[what then] of 

those who have always believed they have existed as igneous rocks 

without 

having 

seen the sun 

[ever] 

what value in social relationships if to mention and agree [we] 

we all suffer and die 

[that is all] excepting 

the gregorian calendar allows for relaxation one of every seven days and 

were a calendar introduced of three hundred and sixty five days in one week 

[then] and 

a day on the planet mercury is longer than a year on the planet mercury 

[something the likes of four hundred twenty nine earth days is one mercury day 

and three hundred and twenty eight earth days is one mercury year] 

hell is conscience in one’s afterlife 

heaven is conscience in one’s afterlife 

is mention of one’s present existence [for reason] [for an individual’s reason] 

[for individuals’ reason] 

were speculation and 

[tomorrow] were experience to believe differently 

the worst imaginable 

to see death 

to know death of those one cares about 

to know death on the evening news and 

to speculate one’s own security and [ ] 

the nature of [ ] 
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Pasta at tutto pasta 

before five thirty pm 

dinner salad spaghetti with sausage cheesebread water 

in mind to meet with two others where I enjoyed eating before listening to 

george winston at a concert hall in two thousand and twenty two 

after seven pm 

I ate dinner salad spaghetti with meatballs strawberry italian soda house water 

lake michigan watershed 

walked to the parking garage drove home 

[narrative poetry] 
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Drear 

the laundry drier din 

gray sky 

late breakfast 

book on the table 

I should vacuum 

a thing about heroes a thing about celebrity 

one may or may not be representative of the other 

and the black velvet 

dayglo paint of the outrigger grass hut water body wheretofind 

a blacklight and 

ponder 

with the back door open like 

now 

since late breakfast 

and the laundry done I think 

I will turn the laundry on one more dry cycle 

to pondermore 

I know it is spring 

and the trees are not started and it is still cold 

a movie tonight 

yes 

a movie tonight 
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Monobolical 

man versus man 

man versus nature 

man versus himself 

monotribe 

monologic 

and the lecture 

and the poem aloud 

and the single character as authored without interpretation from an exterior 

fiction [the same] in an authored psychological sense including the character’s 

environment from the perspective of the character jd salinger [question] 

monophragm 

[question] and 

xy 

phoid 

[ 

cervicalthoraciclumbarsacrumcoccyx] 

upon one’s posteriordorsal from the perspective of the 

readerwriterskierlectureappreciatorlecturer 

monolectic 

monochrome 

the day all day and 

the monochromatic sound of disinterest 

the black and white television broadcast channels 

the glossy photographic history the archival history 

ink on paper 

book 

monomond 

[question] and 

carbon based life form 

monotonic 

the scale do ti la so fa mi re do and mentioned atonally 
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Chum 

old friend we disagree 

were it academic and 

a teleologies such that 

the courtesy of letting you know 

how to catch an osteichthic fish among 

desertpeople 

mountainpeople 

oceanpeople one block from the shore with whole foods nearby 

plainspeople 

1] decide the fish 

2] find where the fish 

3] find when the fish 

4] find whether the fish like flies frogs crickets mice 

5] use proper size hook 

and how deep the line 

in five parts 

1] chum is a call to the fish 

2] chum is an aphrodisiac 

3] enough chum in the water with an hooked bait [frog] [nightcrawler] an 

enlightened osteichthic fish an appetized osteichthic fish swarm 

4] the hooked bait may or may not be the same as the chum in the water 

5] chum may be in the boat with their own bait and their own chum on the other 

side of the boat 
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Spa 

and the buffet with pineapple 

coffee 

sourdough cinnamon bread frosting 

the bulletin board 

massage 

pitch and putt golf 

stargazing 

nature hike 

call for the commute to the airport 

concierge 

shuttle to the shopping area 

were roomservice 

cheeseburger fries chocolate malt twenty four hours and 

the view from 

the wrought iron deck 

naked 

[airbath mentions benjamin franklin every morning] [and] 

[about his day] [then] 

margherita pizza 

[a book recommendation] 

[I recommend michael cunningham’s _specimen days_] 

[as standard recommendation in regards to literary conversation starting] 

[have you heard of the coal train tour nearby] [question] 
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Cartography 

and the stolen object 

tomorrow I plan to visit the church supply store 

brass and candles thereabouts 

a restaurant 

the used bookstore to carry 

contraband 

I seek 

from the west 

first edition signed theodore seuss geisel books 

first edition city lights poetry publishers poetry books circa nineteen sixty 

through nineteen seventy five 

a central nervous system book with pen and ink drawings of the central nervous 

system 

put them in a paper bag carry them to my volkswagen and stash them quietly 

on my way 

to see 

the jean d’arc chapel inwhich jean d’arc has her name thereupon nearby burned 

at the stake perhaps and ~ three hundred four hundred ish years old and brought 

from europe somewhere france opens at ten am and 

southward towards an old springfed lake which freezes in the winter with ice 

shacks from last year for lunch at 

schroeder’s oak park resort patty melt and fries and 

a hike in the horse pasture with natural spring with watercress 

and home in fifty minutes 

the topographic features of glacial theory cause 

rolling hills cause theory 

I have a compass in my volkswagen and most county roads intersect in various 

ways regardless their recurrent lettering 
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The raptor in the forest 

a tree limb nor yet leaved 

swooped and 

a tree limb to watch 

were small rodents time and edible 

an hawk 

a small hawk 

sunday quiet to watch 

ornithos 

ornos 

ornithology 

the robin the ground bird nor hunted by 

an hawk 

eats worms at the surface of the soil hopping one to the next 

worm 

flies to a nest 

an hawk is patient from my perspective 

near and 

drops to the surface of the land returns 

to a branch 

[watch] 

the vole 

[prey] 
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2 ] 

The priest 

opened the door 

the small chapel 

mass 

released a monday before easter 

stone 

a congregants away the priest 

away 

the small chapel 

open and 

interior 

vaulted stone 

and altar 

three moveable chairs each side of the aisle 

four rows of chairs 

age and moved from europe 

stained glass behind the altar 

clear stained glass on the walls 

small cross at 

the altar 

from a massgoers perspective slightly 

visible 

jean d’arc [petite] in bronze with sword upon her left shoulder 

leaned 

the stone holy water bowl at the door 

without holy water 

dusty in the bottom 

two people sat quietly as 

I the tourist 

looked for 

sacred curiosity 
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Whether ontogeny recapitulates ptolemy 

were ptolemy the earth as center astronomer or were the earth as center 

astronomer represented by galileo not so long ago recommunicated after five 

hundred years 

whether ontogeny recapitulates ptolemy 

yes 

and child centered learning 

whether ontology recapitulates ptolemy is [were pedagogic] 

a question for the teacher to ask themself to become 

ontogenic 
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I was the best the sharecropper girl could get 

and pleased to have her 

the clovers 

the summer 

the old barn with hay 

farmhome 

we 

were in the same grade three 

the summer after 

kissed and 

I moved 

away 
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I read poetry for children today 

shel silverstein 

they ignored me 
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And the weather winter done 

rain in the air 

crossways I 

turn my back for comfort and 

the others 

turn their back 

for the rain 

I see distant them and 

think of myself 
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Gender studies in and about sedona not far from bell rock from a male 

perspective in the month of april 

she was topless 

bikini bottoms 

sunbathing 

on her back 

poco diablo 

little devil 

vaulted ceilings 

john mccain may own one of his six homes in the area said the front desk clerk 

afore the election inwhich president obama assumed the american presidency and 

sarah palin may have spoke to a crowd 

par three course 

pay per view movies 

sliding back door 

and when jeff moritz’ pedal broke from his bicycle afore schnebly hill and he 

hitchhiked home I 

was with two attractive women at tlaquepaque for a ride and 

spent the night on 

some floor 

and 

I hear there is a coal train not far from bell rock though 

past 

the flicker shack direction 
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Gender studies and rosa parks and [hood feminism] [demographies sociological 

cartographic demographies]  [incl the feminism of the southern christian 

leadership conference]  [and getting somewhere by bus is faster than walking 

particularly in the snow] 

[them] outside the bus with picket signs [saying hello to the bus riders]  

[question] 

[I am a man] 

memphis nineteen fifties and 

the water cannon and 

eventual sanitation fica and 

a general propriety of labor unions when an employer is insolvent including 

public entities and 

the general idea of payscales and who decides not to mention 

vote and who excessively mentions [vote] 

and whether purple ink is sufficient to only vote once 

strong purple ink 

smelly purple ink 

cannot be removed from skin for three days 

a thumb is inked at the time of voting 

[x] 

[name] 

[x] 

[public transportation cost is fifty cents for locals and twenty five cents for 

tourists] 

[x] 

[shall negro women sit in the back of the bus] 

gender studies in convents 

gender studies among those living in one convent 

gender studies in seminaries 

gender studies and the idea of the family tree 

inwhich 

is male 

is female 

inwhich 

lineage [patrilineage] in the written family tree descends from the male of the 

parents including name 

lineage [matrilineage] in the written family tree descends from the female of 

the parents including name 

gender studies 

gender roles 
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The tunnel under the bridge 

inwhich a men lived nor 

women 

said trolls 

a troll is a wooden sculpture 

a character of mischief 

 the troll in the garden 

 intentional wildflowers about and 

 birds the birdbath 

 sing 

 about and 

 a butterfly of orange and black wings 

was a nest under the bridge 

the legend 

the troll eating the robin left the egg for 

tomorrow 
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Shall I compose upon 

black keys only 

the same 

I prefer sharps 

paper and 

intense black 

ink 

I shall compose 

a poem of x’s and o’s 

an essay [then] 

in standard form for 

a literate 

[and only one] 

[because] 

[I like you] 

[and say that I like you] 

[and I have never quilted] 

[and I have never been in a band] 

[and do not plan to be in a band] 

I shall compose upon 

silk 

wax and dye like 

tie dye to say 

material 

appreciation of material 

and melt the wax off for you [batik] 
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Epitaph 

here lies templeton chaste beauregard 

the neurologist 

the philanthropist 

retired and then 

he died 

that is all 
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O how he meant to do well 

o how he meant to cause others to do well 

o how he read the newspaper and 

recycled 
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3 ] 

The music in the other room 

waifed 

lofted 

through the walls 

I had never heard 

the cymbals 

the flautist 

collaborate as 
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The problem with monologicism is 

theirs 

I have seven minutes left 
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He who wrote of triangles and squares and circles 

she who spoke of geometry 

in social metaphor 

he recommends proust 

she plays in the symphony 

and a square home 

and a round home 

I have ideas 

and the shape of fire 
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Which hand do they hit if they are writing with their left hand 

the ruler unto and 

how hard 

I do not ask 

were the writing hand 

were the intended writing hand 
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Malleable 

clay is malleable is said 

soft metals are malleable 

the form of the child 

the child is malleable 

and the blank canvas 

to make of 

and the blank paper 

a words upon and 

the folded paper the paper for folding is malleable 
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They were all cheerleaders 

there was one 

played an electric bass in the school marching band 

though 

they were all cheerleaders 

bloomers and all 

alike 

just becoming 

like I 
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Manual typewriter keyboard that plugs into the wall 

and printer unto paper 

ink 

the first time I used a keyboard was 

a numeric keyboard with 

paper print 

I was four 

and a nonplug manual keyboard throughout gradeschool 

and a nonplug manual keyboard class in eighth grade 

and an ibm selectric ii at age thirty one 

printed my first collection of poetry at age twenty seven from 

an apple macintosh power something 

purchased at a resale store 

printed sixty eight pages on a stylewriter two inkjet printer 

printed three pages per minute 

xeroxed one hundred copies of the book 

bound the book with a comb binder 

later purchased my own comb binder 

apple something now 

two sided laser printer 

three hundred collections of poetry printed to date 

I took a fortran class in high school and 

attempted to attract the attention of the attractive fellow student 

sitting behind me 

wrote a poem 

printed the poem on a dot matrix printer 

showed my high school senior english teacher 

a calculator can be turned upside down with the numbers 

5318008 

and 

may or may not be printed 

a numeric keypad is 

789 

456 

123 

0 

a qwerty keyboard is for letters 
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Elgin illinois time 

I knew someone who hiked the sears tower 

one hundred and four floors 

up and down 

I once took the elevator to the one hundred and fourth floor 

stood on the glass floor overlook looked 

down 

upon chicago 

rode the elevator down one hundred and four floors 

outside 

had a chicago dog at a pushcart 

looked up at 

the window washer 

with cables from the top at the eightieth floor 

approximately 

hiking one hundred and four floors 

a stairwell 

running shoes I imagine and 

she may or may not have been wearing her skagen watch 

elgin illinois is north of memphis tennessee which is east of little rock 

arkansas 
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The skull 

the eyeballs in the skull 

the skull hanging from the doctor’s metal stand with the vertebrae only 

the skull on the doctor’s desk 

the paperweight 

the baby’s skull and to be joined and 

the gathered skull 

all of the five parts of a born skull connect in adulthood calcify 

whether the skull includes the jawbone 

to say language 

there once was a phrenologist and 

whether marrow to a thin bone membrane inwhich another membrane 

the ears in the skull and 

there were cartilage 

the nose as well 
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Analytic film theory 

aesthetic film theory upon a datenight’s end 

shall we go for frozen yogurt [question] 

did you know the difference atween film and movie is film is seventy millimeter 

similar to the thirty five millimeter film used in thirty five millimeter 

cameras which are still photos and movies are digitally edited 

sometimes I go on and on 

did you know what the difference is atween frozen yogurt and ice cream 

I do not 

orange frozen yogurt with chocolate chips please 

I like the soundtrack for apocalypse now 

have you ever been to nova scotia 

I know of a bed and breakfast 

cold water ocean 

rocky shoreline 

and the wind blows in and a storm 

I once saw a movie 

and the sunrise to the east 

[sometimes I go on and on] 
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4 ] 

The wind in the afternoon 

the tarp on the wood pile partial 

flops 

with the breeze 

the sound of an errant tarp 

and an occasional traffic 

I report sounds for what I notice 

present 

newly spring 

an afternoon light 

ambient the first eighty degree day of the year 

nor a leaves to 

the nearby forest 

a groundshrubs notice a buds starting 

soon 

the trees 

which make no sound are 

differently curious 

I heard an owl before sunrise 

in other places I have heard a near quietude 

the sound of one tumbleweed 

on pavement 

the sound of a ground squirrel on pavement 

the sound of a single bumblebee 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

Nor other sound 

the sound of a lake against a shore 

and my own footsteps through 

underbrush 

pushed aside 

a quietude is 

and the monast 

I do not know 

the sound of a writing instrument like 

a pencil 

a pen too scratches 

[meaning] 
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The birds start in the east [ornithologically speaking] 

with the sunrise before first light 

[though the owls 

[and make no sounds 

and as the sun in two hours 

the birds awake eastward 

[the owl 

[is nocturnal 

[sounds after 

[it has eaten and 

[to mark territory 

the songbirds reliably 

four o’clock 

the groundbirds 

sunrise 

after the rain when 

the earthworms surface 

greenwich mean time 
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The villein 

ate the cake of the child he said 

she said 

he could so 

he did 

and it was good 

he said 

and 

she had not said what he said she said 

really and 

he did not care 

so much 

the cake had white frosting and was 

just 

sitting there and 

he knew whose it was and 

he did not care 

so much 
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About politics 

when philosophy is considered 

about social intercourse 

and word choice 

and to have established language is 

to assume social 

a question of politics and 

an introduction of a question of politics 

to someone standing in front of someone 

is social intercourse 

the philosophy part is 

having decided 

the politics part is 

persuasion 

and a malleability to social position 

were a political lines subtle 

were a voting percentage among voters necessary 

were an importance to a particular aspect 

were a lesser aspects introduced as fluff to maintain an importance to a 

particular aspect 

is to say 

criticism of social intercourse process 

neglects 

monologia 

and a position of monologic interest 

were social intercourse required or 

were an area of personal interest say monologic treaded upon by 

an insistent social intercourse 

the poet 

and the position of the poet [the teleology of the poet is a completed poem]  

[the teleology of politics is not politics] 

and whether the poet runs for public office 

[and were a question of running for public office] 

[and were a question of address] 
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The empty classroom 

nor students 

a desks a chairs upturned upon their seats on the desks 

a chalk boards 

a clock 

like a room 

faces west to a trees 

a windows 

and the sound 

like a room 
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The farmers 

a soil is not turned 

last year’s corn stubs 

still 

I have never been a farmer 

I know the process 

the weather warms the soil is turned 

the soil is seeded at 

the proper time 

every year 

farming is a romantic vocation 

nature 

and among nature 

to know what one grows 

august 

will be a truck with produce at 

the intersection 

the handpainted sign 

four ears for one dollar 

melons here 

and she grows flowers 

cucumbers 

her home garden next to 

her old house with 

her cellar with 

the hanging lightbulbs and 

the cellar smell 
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There were mermaids in the basement 

and with a broom pushed 

to 

a side 

as the water drained into 

the drain in the center of the cement floor 

I thought 

what will they look like in 

a few days 

I am not the greatest of swimmers 

I can swim one or two laps in a fifty meter pool 

I can hold my breath under saltwater long enough to see 

coral and 

squid therelike 

I can open my eyes under saltwater and see 

without much discomfort 

I have never used self contained breathing apparati though snorkeled 

several times 

I enjoy reasonable cliffjumping heighths 

mermaids live underwater 

darryl hannah became a standard woman upon drying and 

tom hanks entered the ocean after to be her [ ] 

anyway 

a few days 

[to decide what the mermaids will look like when they dry] 

[and whether they smell] 
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The second half of the movie 

I do not recall 

there were scenes 

a genre 

a bank robbery 

I do not recall the second half of the movie 

_apocalypse now_ tonight 

there is a good soundtrack 

francis ford coppola owns a vineyard ferments a blush sofia 

napa valley if I am not mistaken 

movies may be recalled for their cinematography 

movies may be recalled for their story 

movies may be recalled for particular acting 

movies may be recalled for their soundtrack 

movies may be recalled for their spirit of the times such as _breakfast club_ 
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Working with one’s hands 

aspen boards a bricks 

antiques for a poetics 

shelved without order 
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The coffeehouse 

had a couch 

old couch 

overstuffed chairs 

an old lamp 

a small stage 

in the morning a wooden chair on the stage with no one and silent 

a newspaper on a table 

a shelf of tea 

house coffee please 

I leave the remaining change in the tip jar for the barista 

the handpainted sign on the glass front door 

_mother fools_ 

morning light and 

the silence of 

a wandering and house coffee 

local news 

the obituaries 

the cover page 

paper cup please 

nice day for a walk 
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5 ] 

Free skiing 

the lift ticket and the chair lift to the top 
good view 

vacation this time 

free skiing 

there are trails 
green is where to begin 
groomed with a snow cat 
with rope tows and magic carpets and easy going chairlifts meant for beginner 
skiers 
blue is the medium 
often the same chairlifts as blacks 
most frequently groomed with snow cats pulling corduroy snow smoothing rollers 
which eliminates unwanted moguls for those seeking an enjoyable downhill skiing 
experience all day long 
there is frequently a midway lodge halfway up the mountain serving chili and 
beverages with picnic tables for sunny days and musical bands on occasion 
black runs are steep and ungroomed and 
are the dare for younger and ambitious skiers 
double black diamond runs are ungroomed and have moguls are steep 
atween the runs from the top of the toppest chairlift 
good view 
there are trees 
skiable 
with ten feet distance atween and fresh powder and 
no one to impress 

the top of the chairlift in telluride colorado is 
twelve thousand two hundred something 
the bottom of the chairlift in telluride colorado is 
eight thousand five hundred something 

the top of the chairlift at snowbowl ski area is ten thousand five hundred feet 
treeline 
once eleven thousand something and windy above treeline 

free skiing 
off the lift 
to the left 
drop in 
no time limit 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

quiet among the trees a 
quiet wind 
to pause 

out of bounds 
cross the yellow rope as the ski patrollers do when they are not patrolling 

backcountry 
with or without backpack 
leave a vehicle at the other end 
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The city line 

is prominent in some localities 

entering the city 

population 

date of becoming 

a city center with 

gazebo 

a place for city council 

a city line may not be prominent were there 

a mergence of municipalities 

a city has not formally defined its limits and may fade to its exterior with 

lesser and lesser population unto 

rurality and nature 

those who have been around many years may say 

mostly the same 
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The afternoon so quiet 

difficult to locate vulgar once ascribed as 

terminology 

so I shall not stop eating figs whether I prefer 

dates or not 

and was his a peach with his sister and 

my own copycat an affinity for plums 

vulgar 

to eat alone and think of nothing though eating 

without 

thought 

the afternoon so quiet 

vulgar thoughts are no thoughts 

the sun is setting 

the raw food I have nearby are dates with pits 

all of them 

cheeseburger it was 

edward abbey mentions a character eats raw hamburger in the end of 

_monkey wrench gang_ 

hunger 

animalia 

vulgar 

to think of vulgar is not vulgar 

vulgar the act [carnal] 

pleasure 

desire 

hunger 

and the weather immemorable 
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A lecture on child centered learning 

podium and folding chairs 

all ages 

[…] 

the thing about child centered learning is 

the earth revolves around the sun 

[…] 

I enjoy talking into a microphone 

I enjoy talking to an audience 

[…] 

on the dissipation of an academic audience 

[…] 
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The augments of the office of the president 

the president and the office of the president 

are the same 

and the fan club 

and the campaign volunteers 

and the oppositely apolitical 

reliably 

what I know since nineteen thirty eight 

fdr fourfolded the federal budget 

truman dropped bombs on hiroshima and nagasaki when fdr passed away during 

fdr’s fourth term 

[term limits enacted by congress] 

was there anyone between truman and eisenhower who responded to sputnik 

jfk 

bay of pigs 

assassinated 

great society lyndon johnson and social reform including fbi gathering 

information in the interest of the common good 

martin luther king jr and malcolm x meet at martin luther king junior’s kitchen 

table as coretta scott king makes coffee in the background 

great society programs continue 

nixon speaks of the viet nam war and resigns something to do with the 

washington post 

ford assumes office smokes a poker pipe at a conference table after playing 

football at the university of michigan athenians 

jimmy carter volunteers until age ninety five for habitat for humanity building 

homes dies in hospice 

ronald reagan the actor the public relations president with his office is shot 

his wife says just say no 

vice president george hw bush wins his election after being cia chief 

eventually parachutes at age ninety five 

president clinton competes with jesse jackson in the primary and later competes 

with newt gingrich nor shows at congress with william rehnquist 

george w bush owns a part of the texas rangers attends games to or not to the 

dismay of george will 

president obama speaks to a particular department at a university as seventy 

thousand audience are in another direction this after a rally at the same 

university where  

[cont] 
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[cont] 

sharpshooters behind the presidential candidate listened to jack jackson play 

hawaiian music 

president trump drives his golf cart on the golf green he owns hires his 

children and their spouses and starts a for profit university 

president biden holds a rally before his november election inwhich no person 

shows though the metal detector guards 

what I know and do not know of the office of the president 

I do not know when the secret service began secret servicing 

thomas jefferson started the two party system 

george washington declined to run for a third term of office for presidency 

theodore roosevelt national parks 

woodrow wilson was the academic president 
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On the average of things 

were numbers simply 

a calculator 

and the nominal mode is 

geometry 

among neighborhood 

architecture 

alphabetical 

a best to worst 

a worst to best 

eliminated though 

a middled comfort that be forgotten as common goodness 

ascribed by others and 

mode 

on the average of things 

were the joneses 

to keep up with their own ambitions and I 

like their kept lawn 

x life expectancy 

 good there 

x pasta white sauce on occasion red pepper flakes cabernet sauvignon 

 good there 

x new undergarments to replace the old when the old need be replaced 

 good there 

x fair trade united states currency barter trade value for value 

 an honest handshake 

 good there 
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The heart of darkness 

the end of the movie 

the surfer gets away 

what happened to dennis hopper 

I liked the fog on the water 

harrison ford before han solo before cardiology 

the prawns looked good 

sidney poitier was good declined a martin sheen cigarette before the spear 

through his torso 

what can be said of a dossier 

switched military branches 

campfire 

surfing during helicopter strikes with classical music 

nature tropical fruit tiger 

francis ford coppola 

_ 

something tropical with 

canoe boats with people standing waterways 

blue skies 

conical hats 

mud when it rains 
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Vinyl 

magical mystery tour 

thirty three revolutions per minute 

an eight track player audience 

rolling stones 

paul simon and art garfunkel thirty three revolutions per minute 

barbra streisand had attractive eyes on the cover and 

the lyrics to kiss destroyer on the insert 

hank williams once played eight track player nor his sons and 

elvis 

once played eight track 

the kinks thirty three revolutions per minute _girl_ 

forty fives 

the back street boys from nineteen seventy seven 

sunsounds 

johnny cash 

finds himself in nashville 

eventually with willie nelson and prisoners 

used vinyl is 

heavy 

requires lifting stocking said 

the nerd appreciator with background sound 

home sound system 

the fog 
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6 ] 

In fear of nonexistence 

a tribal way invented 

join me 

I promise 

there will be food and 

a punchbowl 

the churchbasement 

one one one main street 

five to seven pm sunday 

the sabbath 

we 

will 

figure it out 

make plans for future meetings 

bring a friend 
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No one plans for the dead 

all my life 

no one has died and 

out of the blue 

someone stops moving 

said the obituaries 

someone familiar 

friend of an acquaintance or something such 

what did they look like 

morbid curiosity 

car crash 

drowning 

which first 

the obituary not so specific 

must have been gruesome 

may I bring jello for 

the bereaved 

the bereaving 

with marshmallows 

so now I plan for the dead 

[fr letters to someone I keep on file] 
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Mathematics table 

m a t h e m a t i c s  t a b l e

0x0=0 1x0=0 2x0=0 3x0=0

0x1=0 1x1=1 2x1=2 3x1=3

0x2=0 1x2=2 2x2=4 3x2=6

0x3=0 1x3=3 2x3=6 3x3=9

0x4=0 1x4=4 2x4=8 3x4=12

0x5=0 1x5=5 2x5=10 3x5=15

0x6=0 1x6=6 2x6=12 3x6=18

0x7=0 1x7=7 2x7=14 3x7=21

0x8=8 1x8=8 2x8=16 3x8=24

0x9=0 1x9=9 2x9=18 3x9=27

rote
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Chesis as called 

cata 

catachetics 

ccd 

catechism 

canon and were 

the teaching of canon 
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The empty nest deacon 

communion chaplain invited to 

homiletics on 

occasion 

per father timmerman 

with robe after mass saying 

have a nice day 

may or may not have had a religious experience as a child 

as did father timmerman and 

may or may not have children 
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And when the garden 

lets 

into spring and 

a flying insects when it is quiet 

for hours time 

stands still 

and a seeds beneath 

a turned soil 

watercan wet 

patient 

inna month the greens and 

were some flowers and 

a yellows of 

tomatoes eventual for 

the pasta 

with the basil 
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The anthropologist offered chocolate said 

her name 

looked different and equivalent 

and the missionary beadsman the african trade beads 

and the war poet to write after the war for having 

been 

among war 

said the retired teacher 

said the publisher to make money of interest 

and the archivist 

and the card catalog of 

one hundred year old wood 
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The sale of one’s country 

and having sold one’s country 

an assumption another country is for sale 

were corporate 

home depot hires olympians 

purchase 

drywall 

botanicals 

here 

were corporate 

the mercenary 

the legion 

the militia 

the permanent secessor 

were corporate 

the subcontractor 

halliburton 

feeds an army fica 

inventoried 

the cement barriers 

the cafeteria 

the food 

the hourly workers 

the dormitories 

the travel of the hourly workers 

[teleology] [is or and is not understood] 

to remain in the red is desirable in regards to taxation 

goodwill is an accounting term 

[tax deductible] 

and 

to have sold one’s country 

one’s country is no longer owned were 

transact 

and the flag 

and the horns the drums [the holidays] 

[theirs] 

appropriation 

cultural appropriation is an assumption of [their] culture including 

[symbolic forms] 
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And nothing were plugged in to the one ten volt electrical socket 

nor sound in the drywall 

open 

doors april fresh afore a twilight 

again 

june twenty will be summer the longest day of the year and 

a candle for now 

a returning birds to see 

an orange cardinal single sighting last year from my patio 

grape jelly in an hanging bowl 

navel oranges like I like for the seedlessness 

I do not understand the procreativity of seedless watermelons 

I do understand how a watermelon can grow into the shape of a square 

a candle I do not know and 

to read 

a varieties of religious experience was not what I expected 

diet idealism is important however were one to consider pragmatism and 

say john dewey 

had you not considered a questioned by the first five pages you should have put 

the one hundred and two page book down 

I found a question on page two and another 

the first day of class in nineteen ninety three anyway 

an evening without electricity is 

darkening and dark eventual 

an evening without electricity is 

sounded by an exterior 

I have a broad conception of nature inclusive of 

ornithology [and they are quiet after eight pm] 

vehicles on a nearby county road 

natural sounds were a footsteps of deer at three am recently and 

a sounds I create 

and the food in my fridgerator spoils 

and the candle eventual 

to light another is for coffee in the morning with liquid fuel and 

sugar 
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Struck root 

born 

lived where one was born 

lived where one was told an elders had lived 

made a home how 

a home is made 

among 

stories 

about elsewhere where no one has and has not ever been 

was a seed into 

the soil and 

roots 

it is simple to disregard roots 

there are many species of plants inwhich a roots are deeper than 

a plant is above ground 

and the pilgrim 

with coins 

with tools 

with ambition 

begins without 

shelter the essentials 

a friend with an answer 

a welcome 

and twenty years after 

the same 

unto 

the pilgrim 

a place like history 
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7 ] 

On the categories of nashville 

the thirty year old boy 

[all of them] 

said of the wisconsonian wannabee nashvillian 

is a demographic 

the wisconsonian in the lake michigan watershed 

I like kelly clarkson 

only watched the first and 

have an affinity for choir nerds 

kelly clarkson has a trained singing voice 

others 

may or may not have 

background synchronous dancers 

I like minnie pearl 

only one minnie pearl with 

receipt on her bonnet in 

a dollywood glass case 

hank williams hank williams junior hank williams III may have played music in 

nashville and 

I like barbecue 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

there once was a christmas tree at the grand old opry 

people playing gitters 

several 

all at once 

each their own melody 

nashville is east of memphis is east of little rock where johnny cash sunsounds 

may have played nashville 

[girls] [kids] [guys] (not including adjectives) 

(not including readiness categories by those who perceive themselves as 

authority) [ripe] 
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Pacification of the categoricals 

for there are necessaries 

plums 

organic plums 

there were a store imports fresh produce 

only them and 

only one place for cinnamon bread the way 

I like with 

frosting 

I only need drive eighty five 

miles 

a loaf of cinnamon bread 

the categoricals the endurance of categoricals 

pacification of the categoricals 

to suffer 

to endure suffering 

to endure discomfort 

to what ends 

I like a particular cinnamon bread 

and authority 

they are open monday through friday ten am until four pm and 

no one can get in a locked door and 

were I to get in the locked door another time 

the cinnamon bread would not be completed baking and 

the frosting 

it is I 

require patience 

is it still saturday [question] 

tomorrow is the sabbath 

and about plums 

I have an affinity for drippy plums 

just the good ones and are 

seasonal 
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Tocqueville mentions war and the ascription of the mind of service of the 

soldier [with only sixty pages left in the book afterwhich I plan to read _I 

have not decided_] 

a preliminary book review of _I have not decided_ is notably less than 

important and I have mixed feelings about reading the book altogether 

what really gathered my initial interest afore considering reading _I have not 

decided_ was I have not read the book yet 

the title alone has me consider my noncelebratory attitude to mediocrity and 

indecision and there must be a thing to a published book regardless the title 

or it would not be published [eh] [question] 

nevertheless _I have not decided_ as a systemic conversation may be alarmable 

to one not having asked a question however and curious otherwise to listen in 

to the pseudonym’d author and a speculative notion of conversation without 

object 

_I have not decided_ as success to tocqueville’s thoughts of war service and 

formalization of an idea of policy and indoctrination of proper service 

training and service itself may be observational and related to his own war 

service ideal 

_I have not decided_ should be alright afterwhich I plan to read something 

james michener possibly tribal poland twelve hundreds 
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Tacit 

were foundational a teacher to understand biology II is offered to those having 

completed biology I 

likewise to read is having learned the alphabet 

the polite art 

all of the art having existed one thousand years 

the polite art 
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Rain at the saturday market 

and the vendors 

produce with 

[dew] 

sunrise 

the rain against the sidewalk around the capitol and 

the tents above the 

spinach 

for dinner and 

homemade vinaigrette 

tax must be figured in 

no cinnamon roll today 

the sound of rain 
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Lumber for a porch swing and adirondack chair 

stainless steel screws 

schematics 

rental skis for armrests 

ottoman to double as a sidetable 

red stain to be distressed 

to be suspended by climbing rope 

carabiners 

rather simple project 

the recipe for lemonade 

 lemons 

 sugar 

 water 

the recipe for hot chocolate 

 cream 

 melted chocolate 

[I watched a movie] 
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Untitled 

cubism 

the experience of cubism 
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Art having noticed art 

to call [ ] 

[art] 

to walk through the orchard 

a trees in a row and 

sideways 

rows 

water channels in between 

filberts 

having noticed art after being 

among 

that which constitutes art 

[aesthetics] is a concept 

[art] is intentional 

[art] is presented 

[thus] social 

[axiology] grounded within [aesthetics] 

[value] 

[I like] 

[to walk] [through] 

a municipal poplar orchard 

rows of white trunks 

midnight 

summer 

were 

[aesthetics] 
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Absurd 

were the new sport red 

the referee pagan rain 

from the mud mushrooms 

tomorrow afrom 

yesterday’s wetness a rote 

and dand’lion wine 

o 
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8 ] 

Of the frivoled who say okay of those who say frivolous 

I knew ahead of time 

anyway 

I just wanted to know your reaction 

and I do not write letters to those I do not know like 

william rehnquist 

I have never hula hooped in public and 

wisconsin is not 

missouri 

and 

I plan to catch a musky to eat if they were sold at grocery stores I would not 

fish for 

musky 

I do not like bottom eating fish in regards to my own appetite [though] 

some may 

prefer 

bottom dwellers 

though I do like shrimp and 

the arachnids crab 

lobster 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

I once ate whale [mammal] 

tasted like liver and 

I never liked liver as a child 

perhaps there are other 

whale 

parts 

more tasty and 

the way a whale part may be prepared may have to do with its 

taste 

and parfum 

lasts longer than eau de toilette 

[the absurdists were published thirty years after their authoring] 
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Superannuated 

having served were 

the life 

official and 

after were 

memoried 

personalitied 
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On greeded patterns 

to expect is 

nor mentioned an old faith 

the faith which has returned with no answer to say 

question with no punctuation 

the same question and 

meant for sunday [then] 

way and season and 

I do not confuse religion for the sabbath but to say 

[calendar] 

a window blinds are open and 

to see no [others] to wonder by 

one grows up familiar to their environment 

there are neighbors 

shop on the same day 

the annual vacation and 

thanksgiving 

were a plaid flannel and listen at 

the back door [pause] 

the wind makes a sound and is no communication and 

to bring the clouds wherefrom I say 

the southwest because 

when 
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Cloud formations today 

were a blue behind and 

a drifted clouds 

one and another only 

five entire 

still 

there were no breeze when 

a leaves 

too 

a quiet ambience 

docile to say 

the rabbit 

appears near hops slowly past 

there were nature exterior 

the nature of 

landscaping 

and far enough to see the tall grass across 

the street where in a month 

the wildflowers 

and green for 

butterflies 
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Interpretations of tabula rasa are not erratic [and] 

a child enters school at age five 

is a democratic ideal 

and yet 

relativism arrives curiously and 

[curious] 

were the lecture to say 

john locke an audience to register 

thomas hobbes 

primitivism is 

attention to biological lineage 

death is eventual 

I cannot disagree and 

everyone would like to schedule 

a lecture 

[then] 

that a baby is born with innate possibility and 

experience 

[may or may not be a question of social actualization]  [eventual]  [may or may 

not be a question of social perspective and legislation]  [eventual]  [may or 

may not be a question of self actualization]  [may or may not be an 

authoritative question of the slate]  [may or may not be an individual’s 

question of themself] 

[curious] 

is the refrain of educators 

[puke] 

and there is a social litmus and 

adulthood 

[then] 
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The bringer of loaves to the breadgivers 

after the oven 

the stacked baker 

the bringer of loaves 

to the breadgivers 

to whom 
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The cabin in the woods inwhich 

the interior 

nor nature for notice 
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The dirt road 

and two tire tracks 

grass atween 

nature beside 

goes to the meadow and around 

the mountain 

away 
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Epistemological restraint 

a meditates of 

appreciation 

and I have no question 

the buds will be opening soon 

it is may 

and I have no question and 

the produce market is 

tomorrow 

lettuce and dressing 

there is always a baker selling 

bread 

and I have butter 

and I have honey 
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I know how to sharecropper smooch 

hours 

in the clover 

with her lips 

and I do not remember the weather 

and the field of clovers 

I do not remember 

she lived on the other side of the county highway 

there was another 

giggled at me as I looked at her underwear under her dress as she 

climbed 

the jungle gym 

though 

I know how to sharecropper smooch 
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On subjectivity and one’s own dreams 

on pseudoscience and other’s dreams 

on psychoanalysis 

on birdwatching when birds are birds 

on a variants atween philosophy and psychoanalysis in regards to question 

asking 

on the idea of interest 

on authority and the idea of authority 

the dream when one is asleep the rapid eye movement dream 

the colloquial dream of an orator’s peoples speaking to a peoples 

the dream of one’s own upon teleological assumption 

the sleep dream were it possible 

to plan tonight’s dream 

nor in my experience nor attempt and 

a clouds to fall asleep by nor sleep by 

I once fell asleep on a mountaintop and clear sky 

the milky way 

among 

I do not recall dreaming woke at sunrise 

I do not recall others telling me of their rapid eye movement dreams 

on the subjectivity of philosophy 

I cannot disagree and 

electra was 

subjectively introduced and 

curious enough for demythology 

it is mythology arrives at all times for interest 
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Ritual studies 

and the rituals I have formed 

and the rituals of the sabbath 

exterior 

the bus schedule 

were it present the same ten years past 

and november tuesday 

two years congress 

four years president 

six years senate 

and will an election before 

three hundred years ago 

the periodicals 

the front door paper newspaper daily 

the quarterlies at the library 

and were little league to the parents 

of other faiths 

I 

cannot mention and 

there are seven days in a week 

were a manner of growing old at age seven 

a smile after church and 

brunch 

with 

the babbling creek near the balcony table the 

buffet 

the quiet waitress 

there was pie coconut cream pie and french silk is good 

church is discipline to 

attend and 

within 

ritual 
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Stardimple the topless bar beverage server 

were I to know you having thought 

your resemblance equal to someone in 

highschool 

stardimple you say 

no thanks I am good 

I live in the brothel on the other side of the block 

it is three pm 

do you know robert cottrell he lives across the street from me 

small world huh 

small town huh 
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I was a nonaudience 

and listened 

for where I was 
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Glitter and the ecologics of glitter 

myth and 

lipgloss 

could be ash and 

ecologically sustainable 

the composition of glitter is and is not relevant to an intentions associated 

with glitter 

glitter may or may not glow in the dark 

with black light 

with dark 

could be pagan with a proper guidance and proper composition 

full moon 

who could say midnight and 

atween suns 

glitter may clog watershed plumbing 

glitter may not biodegrade 

 an unicorn once 

 significantly existed for 

 raphael 

 [a small unicorn I mention] 

 [and she was fifteen] 

 [and to research for certainty] 
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All of the signs 

were the bounded 

signed 

there were twenty three parts 

each signed in 

various 

signs were 

a wooden sign an 

ink on paper sign a 

star sign 

the axiology of ethnoastronomy is 

warrant 

to the next language 

the deficiencies of 

one mythology were 

signed 

called 

permanence 

is calligraphy 

the hand and 

the bubbled i’s of 

eighth grade social studies class note writers to the student sitting next to 

[them] 

return in bubbled i’s 

I once graduated 

a sign a diploma 

and were the game trail the antler rubbed tree for a mossed antlers 

the museum had a sign and 

the museum signmaker knew 

an exhibit is different than what is within 

the gallery 

the cover of a book and the publisher 

the saleability of literature 

economics is capital and 

the municipal phone list has a title and 

where to find the electric utility near 

the bus station with 

a sign to say so 
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Elementary 

were arrived foundational 

elective eventual 

libraries in a corners about 

the lecture because 

of child centered learning 

interest 

and the day is done 

extracurricular 

on the introduction of vocation 

on the introduction of the idea of vocation 

nor avocation a vocation nor 

introduced 

on the styles of avocation 

theirs 

were an eye on 

discipline 

[colloquial] 

and I have a regard for death I keep to myself 
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Feminine theories of fertility at age thirteen without exposure to community 

procreative education 

in the jungle 

in the desert 

in the mountain 

in the city 

in particular geopolitical groups 

in particular ethnographic groups 

in particular historic groups 

in the ocean 

in a field of clovers 

in winter 

camping 

in coed boy scouts inwhich a gender ratio of one:one exists 

on school grounds 

on the bus ride home from extracurricular activities 

in the springtime 

on a picnic 

in front of a fireplace when parents are gone for the weekend 

as a matter of proximity to the neighbor one has known for years 

as a matter of being on vacation and meeting someone local to an elsewhere 

as a matter of proximal coincidence two times in a row 
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The kayak paddle maker 

from the eskimo 

_kayak_ 

one solid piece of wood 

weeks to make by hand tool[s] 

thousands of dollars and or trade 

were the renaissance man the maker of many [things] [well] 

and the kayak paddle maker to make the kayak paddle and 

another 

the ocean kayak the skin of an animal stretched upon a wooden frame 

the river kayak often plastic and short for agile turns and turn overs from one 

hundred and eighty degrees capsized from rough water rapids 

the kayak paddle has two ends as does the kayak 

the kayak paddles are turned ninety degrees to each other on opposite ends of 

the paddle 

one and another 

the trade of the kayak paddle maker and known within his 

community 

may or may not own a xylophone of wood with 

four foot slats on the left side properly 

tuned 

[three octaves four octaves] 

with hand tools and 

mallets with soft ends to bang 
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10 ] 

On the varied corporations 

the individual 

the carnal 

the thoughtful 

and a mission were 

a togethered 

in some geopolitics registered in an interest of 

acquisition 

social welfare 

the corporation identifies itself 

the symbolic form to 

itself 

[other] 
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A relation of sovereigns 

were their common interest 

[welfare] 

having understood 

culture upon 

a foundations the 

baby quilt 

inwhich some 

becomes customary 

and an individual traveling 

rucksack to 

a foreign away 

the municipality known and bounded 

what is sovereign 

the unmoved sovereign 

the moved sovereign the approaching sovereign will not move the unmoved 

sovereign 

and what is known as sovereign will and will not remain sovereign 

and the map 

and the history of maps 

and land itself will and will not remain sovereign 

sovereign is a social principle and 

to recognize other sovereigns 

I cannot say 

and the clouds are sovereign are the clouds not sovereign 

and I have no control for the air 

pushes the clouds 

and when the grass in late autumn 

returns in spring 

before 

I 
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The rigor of the keyholder 

five am were the doors 

every day and 

the sabbath 

were the doors 

four fifty nine 
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The rigor of the bookshelver 

shelves 

by alphabetic 

and were it a books to a shelf’s edge 

and were dewey decimalized at nine hundred 

religion 

and the sound of the library and described 
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Rigor of the poet 

a quantity and 

one of ten poems is 

publishable 

six days and the sabbath 

manual typewriter keyboard typewriter print 

ink on paper 

shelved 

[to know one’s signature] 
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Recipe: 

there were seven rabbits in my yard this morning [there are no predators and 

the owl] 

sunrise 

five thirty five 

to trap a rabbit [bait] 

cabbage and 

carrots in 

stab the rabbit 

skin the rabbit 

slow cook the rabbit 

cabbage and 

carrots in 

eat the rabbit and 

zucchini bread [moist zucchini bread nor raisins] 

[hood river] beans with molasses 

once a georgetown rabbit with side vegetables 

quite tasty like 

chicken 

[white meat] 
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Paper out of the trash [white trash] 

to write upon 

poem 

affections I love you 

I own a greek writing instrument 

went to frozen yogurt with someone greek once 

a mature woman of sixteen years of age 

she drove 

I was fifteen 

a narrative 

butterfly too the pollen 

a flower started 

an hummingbird yesterday early may 

I do not know were 

hummingbirds transfer of pollen 

nectar 

tastes like honey 

the honeysuckle 

paper to write 

upon 

a note so too butterflies and only 

the bumblebees 

inna garden afore I 

fall asleep to on 

occasion 

the colors 
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To make ourselves as progenitors 

is 

ontogenous 
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Marm 

woman 

unmarried 

fourth year teacher 

same classroom 

beforewhich 

teacher 

locks her own door after 

the students 

hair in a bun and 

a slight braid of her same hair around 

her bun 
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Nature and that which is noticed [as aesthetic] 

the big ocean 

the big sky 

the big river 

the big mountain 

and to have no words and 

the big forest 

to have gotten lost among 

a sounds 

a canopy 

and to have no words 

[then] 

and the desert is 

and the lake which I cannot see across 

the horizon is memorable 

[that is all] 

and to say another feature 

the big night sky and 

without interference 

nature is without man 

the camera 

the writing instrument and paper 
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11 ] 

What authorizes the censor 

the logo office 

the office of iconography 

the stealth of the iconoclast 

midnight with textile and spraypaint 

covering penises and vaginas 

spraypainting that which is blasphemic 

gone 

wearing an hood I suppose 
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chalk on a chalkboard causes dust 

in sixth grade I recall hitting chalkboard erasers on the pavement causing 

chalkclouds and clean erasers 

slate chalkboards 

chalk makes a sound on blackboards while a professor stops speaking a moment 

and the chalk is returned to the chalktray at the bottom of the blackboard 

 

[chalk is a writing instrument] 
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And the flower pots at the front door with 

the millions of miniature white flowers in each with 

an occasional bees and 

the water ofwhich from 

the garden hose flows 

downhill like 

anywhere 

there may be a spider in one of the flower pots at the end of the season as 

there was last season 

I prefer the millions of miniature white flower flowers 

one for each flower pot 

terra cotta 

large terra cotta and standard orange terra cotta with 

large terra cotta tray color white terra cotta 

[dissonance] 
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A city is named for the oracle 

held an orb atween her fingers were 

crystal or 

a third eye 

to be shared with her two sisters to see 

a presence to see 

a future uponwhich now may be 

considered with relevance to 

change of 

what is seen 

[anyone can name a city] 
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